North and South Parking Lots with Cato III Building

At Cato Campus – Central Piedmont Community College
North and South Parking Lots with Cato III Building

Project Milestones

Activities the week of October 6-10, 2014

- Transformer Pad and Transformer Set
- Started Installation of Stair C
- **Topping Out Ceremony**
North and South Parking Lots with Cato III Building

Project Milestones

Activities the week of October 13-17, 2014

- Slab on Deck Concrete Pours at Levels 2 and 3
- Start Exterior Metal Stud Framing
- Prepare Steel Columns for Fireproofing
Current Activities

Cato III Building Pad

- Northeast Corner
Current Activities

Cato III Building Pad

- Bundle of Exterior Metal Studs
Current Activities

Cato III Building Pad

- Second Floor Metal Decking
Current Activities

Cato III Building Pad

- Bundles of Exterior Metal Studs on the Second Floor
Current Activities

Cato III Building Pad

- Ellipse Opening in Corridor 270
Current Activities

Cato III Building Pad

- Steel Framing at Smart Seminar 300
Current Activities

Cato III Building Pad

- Level 3 Steel Framing
Current Activities

Cato III Building Pad

- Steel Framing and Decking
Current Activities

Cato III Building Pad

- Steel Beams, Columns, and Decking
Current Activities

Cato III Building Pad

- Steel Framing
Current Activities

Cato III Building Pad

- Topping Out Ceremony